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Background

Gamesandlearning.org is a news-oriented initiative in-

tended to elevate the games and learning sector for Joan 

Ganz Cooney Center, a research division of Sesame Work-

shop). The site is the go-t0 source for scientific and market 

research, and analysis of the growing interest of educators, 

developers and investors in games for learning.

Challenge 

We began by developing a Creative Brief along with a visual 

Brand Brief in order to provide shared understanding and 

focus to the logo and website initiatives. This helped us 

gain a thorough understanding of:

•	 The web user audience: game designers, investors, 

researchers, and educators

•	 This new brand’s attributes: innovative, authoritative, 

experimental

•	 The competitive landscape: other organizations in the 

sector

•	 Business objectives: "to elevate and be the essential 

source on the games and learning sector"

Solution

As we began the logo design process, we explored concepts 

such as fun discovery, 8-bit revolution, and a HUD control 

panel. After rounds of revisions, a final "8-bit Revolution" 

concept was chosen.

Next, beginning the web design process, we started with 

“style tiles” - a design deliverable consisting of fonts, colors 

and interface elements that communicate the essence of a 

visual brand for the web. They helped us form a common 

visual language between us, the designers, and the stake
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▲ brand brief

▲  final logo design  
('8-bit revolution' concept)

▲  preliminary (unused) logo design  
('fun discovery' concept)

(con't)

A new 'games for learning' initiative -  
a growing sector for educators, researchers, 
developers and investors - gets a visual brand 
identity and online presence.
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holders (client team, developer, and editorial direc-

tor) and provided a catalyst for discussions around 

the preferences and goals of the client.

Once a look & feel was agreed upon, we applied 

this concept  to the front-end page designs and 

icons used on the website to differentiate each con-

tent section type (for ex: Market Analysis, Learn-

ing Research, and ‘Explainer’ pages).

Unique pages highlight “specialty” content – 

such as a one-page scrolling “Explainer” page 

- essentially a mini-site within the larger site 

(http://www.gamesandlearning.org/2014/01/12/

deciphering-common-core/ ) devoted to the topic 

of deciphering Common Core state standards, 

and another page (http://www.gamesandlearn-

ing.org/2014/06/09/teachers-on-using-games-

in-class/#.U53qcvZyK7w.twitter) illustrating the 

results of a teacher survey on using games in the 

classroom. (con't)
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Common education standards are essential for producing the 
educated work force America needs to remain globally competitive. 
This voluntary state-lead effort will help ensure that all students can 
receive the college-ready and career-ready, world-class education 
they deserve, no matterwhere they live.
— Craig Barrett, Former CEO and Chairman of the Board, Intel Corporation

What I haven’t seen yet is clear recognition that the Common 
Core, taken seriously, eventually changes everything in American 
education and that implementation, done right, must be 
comprehensive.
— Chester Finn, President of the Thomas Fordham Institute

What is it?
Common Core is the name of a set of standards 

developed by state education officials and adopted by 

nearly every state in the union. The standards were an 

attempt to create a single set of educational goals for 

students from kindergarten to high school graduation 

and aimed to prepare students to succeed in college or in 

early careers.

The group developed a set of criteria to draft the 

standards. These criteria included:

  Being aligned with college and work 
expectations;

  Including rigorous content and 
application of knowledge through  
high-order skills;

  Building upon strengths and lessons of current state standards;

  Being informed by top-performing countries, so that all students are 
prepared to succeed in our global economy and society; and,

  Ensuring that the standards are evidence and/or research-based.

There is a lot of confusion – and a fair amount of 

misinformation – about whether Common Core reflects a 

national curriculum that is being forced on all students. 

Simply put, it is not a curriculum, but rather a list of 

skills and knowledge students should possess at each 

grade level between kindergarten and their senior year 

of high school. Specific curriculum and most content 

decisions still reside at the state and local level.

Although the federal Department of Education endorses 

the standards and has encouraged their adoption 

through grants, the standards were developed by a group 

of governors and state education leaders. The group says 

it listened to a wide variety of feedback from parents, 

teachers and administrators, but the standards have 

faced criticism from some that key groups — like advocates for students with disabilities and the 

youngest students — did not have enough say in the standards. Although the Obama administration 

has made preparing students for college or careers a goal of education policy, failure to implement 

Common Core should not affect federal funds flowing to school. That said, not adopting the 

standards could limit the new money made available to improve the college-ready curriculum.

The standards are posted on 

the Common Core website 

and are divided between 

Math and English Language 

Arts (ELA). The ELA standards 

include a variety of sub-fields 

including literature, history, 

WHERE TO FIND THE STANDARDS

VIDEO: ABOUT COMMON CORE

Why is it a big deal?
Even with the passage of No Child Left Behind in 2001, education standards – that is what students 

should know at certain points in school – were set by states and enforced at the state and local 

level. Even now, 90 percent of money for schools comes from non-federal sources. The No Child 

Left Behind system allowed states to largely set their own standards and so there were different 

yardsticks operating in the country. A student knowing the same material could be found to be 

acceptable in one state and behind in another.

The Common Core State Standards (often called CCSS for 

short) sought to move away from the test-based No Child 

Left Behind and toward a single set of goals where the 

way to teach those skills and that knowledge were left to 

teachers and administrators and only the end goals were 

assessed.

Importantly for those considering building content or 

tools for the Common Core classroom, the writers of the 

standard saw a single nationwide set of goals as enabling 

a series of important collaborations across many states. 

These, according to the Common Core website, include:

  The development of textbooks, digital media, and other teaching 
materials aligned to the standards;

  The development and implementation of common comprehensive 
assessment systems to measure student performance annually that will 
replace existing state testing systems

  Changes needed to help support educators and schools in teaching to the 
new standards.

The hope is with Common Core in place those creating tools can feel assured that if their product 

helps a child learn a specific skill or piece of knowledge, it can be marketed to schools in 45 states 

and the District of Columbia.

A GAMES AND LEARNING EXPLAINER

Deciphering Common Core

What does it mean for game 
developers?
What Common Core means is almost every school system in the nation will be implementing a new 

curriculum or at the very least revising their current teaching to reflect these new standards. This 

means for games that either teach specific skills or, even more ideally, reflect the standards expects 

of students and can assess student progress through badges, levels or points, the game has a much 

better chance of finding interest from schools and school districts across many states.

As Jordan Shapiro of Temple University said, 

“Those developers who can show that their games are correlated to the 
Common Core standards will have a huge leg up in the years to come.”

One of the major outstanding questions will be how to effective gauge whether a student has 

actually learned a given skill. This effort to measure their ability is generally called assessment and 

to the degree that game designers consider how best to assess student progress in learning a given 

skill outlined in Common Core they may be able to appeal more directly to school districts and 

teachers looking to test their students’ proficiency.

States face key spending decisions as they implement the Common 
Core State Standards, and a new study finds that they could save 
about $927 million—or spend as much as $8.3 billion—depending 
on the approaches they choose in three vital areas: curriculum 
materials, tests, and professional development.”
— Catherine Gewertz in EdWeek

Where do things stand?
Some 45 states are in the process of implementing the 

Common Core standards. So far only Alaska, Minnesota, 

Nebraska, Texas and Virginia have not adopted Common 

Core standards. In some of those cases, this is because 

the state has rigorous standards of its own that they feel 

approximate the CCSS and therefore they did not need to 

opt in to the new effort.

The states are at varying levels of implementation and 

this has been one of the primary sources of criticism. 

Some students are already being tested against the 

more rigorous standards and without the benefits of the 

textbooks, digital tools and fully trained teachers. Not 

surprisingly, many of these students have struggled in the 

first year of teaching.

Also, in many states grassroots groups, sometimes 

connected to conservative causes and sometimes not, have 

sprung up in opposition to the CCSS. Indiana, Alabama, 

South Dakota and Georgia have all discussed opting out of 

the standards and similar measures have been proposed 

in Maine, Florida, Idaho and elsewhere.

Some connected with the more tea party elements of the Republican Party have also sought to 

capitalize on the perception that the CCSS is a federal policy with conservative talker Glenn Beck 

warning the plan amounts to a “leftist indoctrination” run by the Obama administration.

Other groups have specifically criticized elements of the standards, but for the most part 

implementation will continue through the next academic year and be up in running in most states 

in the next year or two.

VIDEO: COMMON CORE TESTING

Text explaining the controversy around  figuring out 

how to gauge whether students are achieving the 

standards – essentially a question of can we test to 

this standard?doloruptas res voluptas iminciet pratur, 

volorerem. Ficatqui odissin ctaerat aruptatet ra 

doluptum atibus.

social studies and science. You can also find separate 

documents that outline how the standards affect 

those who are not native English speakers and those 

students with disabilities.

 Common Core Edition

Alignment:  The degree to which assessments, curriculum, instruction, teacher 

preparation and professional development, and systems of accountability all reflect and 

reinforce the educational program’s objectives and standards.

Alternative Assessments: Ways other than standardized tests to get information 

about what students know and where they need help, such as oral reports, projects, 

performances, experiments, and class participation.

Applied Learning: The acquisition and use of knowledge, skills and understanding 

through tasks set in sector contexts that have many of the characteristics of real work or 

are set within the workplace. Most importantly, the purpose of the task must be relevant to 

real work in the sector.

Assessment: Any form of exam used to evaluate student performance.

Benchmarks: A detailed description of a specific level of student achievement expected 

of students at particular ages, grades, or developmental levels; academic goals set for each 

grade level.

The Debate
As was mentioned, the development and especially the implementation of 

the Common Core State Standards has sparked widespread political and 

policy debate. Attacked as a coercion of local control or a national takeover 

of education on one side and a bureaucratic rat’s nest of educational goals 

disconnected from the teacher’s experience on the other, the debate over 

CCSS is important to understand for those developers and marketers 

considering entering the formal education market.

The following is a snapshot of the current public debate over the Common Core and a sense of the 

political atmosphere administrators and teachers are operating in:

Our educational system has become so tangled in experiments and exams and 

excuses that we’ve drifted away from the basis of what makes education great: 

learning to think critically and solve problems. We have drifted away from the 

fundamentals of what makes a great teacher: the ability to light a fire in a child, to develop 

in him or her a level of intellectual curiosity, the grit to persevere 

and the capacity to expand. Great teachers help to activate a small 

thing that breeds great minds: thirst. The Common Core is meant to 

help bolster those forms of learning and teaching.

— Charles Blow in The New York Times 

Maybe I am missing something. Can anyone explain how 

the nation can adopt national standards without any 

evidence whatever that they will improve achievement, 

enrich education, and actually help to prepare young people — not 

for the jobs of the future, which are unknown and unknowable — 

but for the challenges of citizenship and life? The biggest fallacy of 

the Common Core standards is that they have been sold to the nation 

without any evidence that they will accomplish what their boosters 

claim.

— Diane Ravitch, NYU Professor in the Huffington Post

I feared the new standards would lead to my students failing and that I would 

be scapegoated for those failures. But after two years of working with the 

Common Core in my Boston classroom, I’m a convert. That said, the first year 

wasn’t pretty. I struggled, and so did my students, and when it came time for the first 

assessment exams of the year, my kids bombed. My ego was bludgeoned and my students 

were frustrated with the new types of questions used in the exams. I was afraid I would be 

viewed as an ineffective teacher, but thankfully, my principal remained unwavering in his 

support of the staff. He knew the transition would take time, and he wasn’t looking to 

blame teachers.

— Andrew Vega, teacher in LA and Boston, in the Los Angeles Times

When I first read about the Common Core State Standards, I cheered. I believe 

that our schools should teach all students (except for those who have severe 

learning disabilities), the skills, habits and knowledge that they need to be 

successful in post secondary education. That doesn’t mean that every teenager must be 

prepared to enter Harvard, but it does mean that every young adult, with few exceptions, 

should at least be prepared to enter their local community college. That is how we give 

students a real choice… I confess that I was naïve. I should have known in an age in which 

standardized tests direct teaching and learning, that the standards themselves would 

quickly become operationalized by tests. Testing, coupled with the evaluation of teachers 

by scores, is driving its implementation. The promise of the Common Core is dying and 

teaching and learning are being distorted. The well that should sustain the Core has been 

poisoned.

— Carol Burris, principal of South Side High School in New York, quoted in the  

Washington Post

READ MORE

RESOURCE

 Common Core State Standards Initiative – the official site for the new standards has a 

list of resources for publishers about the new initiative as well as an FAQ about the effort 

and the standards themselves.

 Achieve the Core – this site was produced by Student Achievement Partners (who were 

deeply involved in writing the Core) and has a large library of information about how 

teachers can adapt to the new standards.

 The Council of Chief State School Officers – the CCSSO helped craft the Core and is now 

largely in charge of implementing it. They has a site that offers some insight into what is 

happening in state’s in this series of publications from the middle of 2013.

 Smarter Balance — This consortium is working to develop tools and benchmarks to 

assess students’ ability to achieve the standards outlined in the Common Core.

Read more about the debate at the 

Smithsonian.

Additional Resources

Gamesandlearning.org is a project of the Games and Learning Publishing Council and produced by 
the Joan Ganz Cooney Center with support from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

© 2013 Joan Ganz Cooney Center.
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Research Shows Games Have 
Significant Impact on Student 
Performance
A new analysis has boiled down what can (and can’t) be said about the 
impact on games on student performance. 12% — improvement on 
specific knowledge questions for students who had games as part of 
their education versus those who did not. “Given the extensive reach 
and saturation of game playing in modern youth culture. more >>
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Current Reading Apps Focus on Very Basic Skills
By Author Name

Citing a record number of submissions, the sponsors of the National STEM Video 
Game Challenge announced this week they were extending the deadline for students 
to submit their games. quid quo ommolup taspellecat eveliquam aceprant etur 
reicilique ratam, velluptatur ellecat eveliquam aceprant etuellecat eveliquam   more 

>>
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We Need to Get Smarter in  How We Discuss 
Technology
By Author Name and Author Name

Björn Jeffery, CEO and Co-Founder of Toca Boca, 
writes, “All screens are not equal. Putting all of them 
in the same category is dishonest and simplistic 
explaborera quid quo ommolup taspellecat eveli. more 
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STEM Video Game Challenge Deadline Extended
By Author Name

Citing a record number of submissions, the sponsors 
of the National STEM Video Game Challenge 
announced this week they were extending the 
deadline for students to submit their games. quid 
quo ommolup taspellecat eveliquam aceprant etur 
reicilique ratam, velluptatur he sponsors of the 
National STEM Video Game Challenge announced this 
week they were extending the deadline for students to 
submit their games.  more >>
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By Author Name

Citing a record number of submissions, the sponsors of the National STEM Video 
Game Challenge announced this week they were extending the deadline for students 
to submit their games. quid quo ommolup taspellecat eveliquam aceprant etur 
reicilique ratam, velluptatur ellecat eveliquam aceprant etuelleca.  more >>
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By Author Name and Author Name

Citing a record number of submissions, the sponsors 
of the National STEM Video Game Challenge 
announced this week they were extending the 
deadline for students to submit their games 
velluptatur ellecat eveliquam aceprant etuellecat 
eveliquam.  more >>
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NEWS FEED

A Level Up: Video Games as 
Educational Resources

Many researchers are discovering 
that video games provide ideal 
environments for learners, and 
provide methods for both academic 
and cultural exchange.

In defense of games as 
educational tools

All good games are gameful learning 
tools, whether or not they have an 
educational label on them. More 
importantly, this means all gamers 
are learners.

MIT makes educational engine 
open source

All good games are gameful learning 
tools, whether or not they have an 
educational label on them. More 
importantly, this means all gamers 
are learners.

via Triple Helix Online  Jul 9, 2013

via Triple Helix Online  Jul 9, 2013

via Triple Helix Online  Jul 9, 2013
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Quis Adipiscing Dolor Sit 
Gmutte

Ga. Eribus dolorum sit, totas etur aut 
peribus plitem resendi gnietur. tas 
etur aut peribus plitem resendi gn.

April 1, 2013

Quis Adipiscing Dolor Sit 
Gmutte

Ga. Eribus dolorum sit, totas etur aut 
peribus plitem resendi gnietur. tas 
etur aut peribus plitem resendi gn.

Lorum Ipsum dolot tnaipp link.
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We Need to Get Smarter in 
 How We Discuss Technology
Björn Jeffery, CEO and Co-Founder of Toca Boca, writes, “All screens 
are not equal. Putting all of them in the same category is dishonest 
and simplistic.”  more >>

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

April 1, 2013

STEM Video Game Challenge 
Deadline Extended
Citing a record number of submissions, the sponsors of the National 
STEM Video Game Challenge announced this week they were 
extending the deadline for students to submit their games.  more >>
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Results

We worked collaboratively with an editorial and 

development team over a period of 8 months on 

the website design. 

A Brand Standards manual was delivered to the 

client with logo files, specifications and other 

graphics so that they can keep the look and feel of 

the identity consistent. Specific directions regard-

ing the logo, typography, and color palette were in-

cluded. Accurate implementation of the standards

helps build a strong image for Games and Learning 

so that members of the community will have an 

easier time recognizing their good work and builds 

brand loyalty.

The result is a design site that is fresh,  

professional, fun and authoritative – yet not too 

academic-looking. For a content-driven, news-

based site, the responsive design is especially easy 

to use and navigate on tablets & mobile devices. 
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▲ sample site infographics

▲ brand guide

◄  color palette  
(from brand guide)

▲ section category icons


